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ABACUS ADOPTS TWO NEW VICES
VICES TRIUMPH: The t\\lO Vice Presidencies were filled by
acclamation at the September meeting. Charles Cherry,
and Warren Lorenle were named 8-Bit and ST Vice
Presidents. respectively. (as oppossed to repectfully--recaJl
petitions for VP Lorente will be available at the Oct.
meetinq after everyone has had the opportunity to read his
article in this issue. His name mayor may not be on it but
the style is unmistakable. For you out-of-towners, the "look
and feel" are those Of a local gossip columnist. Herb Oaen.
Thank6 to Publishinq Partner and some new fonts, Warren
has got the parody down pat.) As for Charles. I guess that
newsletter editing is not enough to keep him busy. If
"burnout" leads to dropout then these guys must have
"burn in" --and we are the better for itl
LOST, ONE DISK LIBRARIAN; Alas the bad news is that
we lost an 8-bit Disk Librarian, Tom Tucker, who has
turned out some superb disks during his short tenure. He
and his family are returning to Oklahoma He will be sorely
missed. We need someone to carryon. Tony Martinez
will continue to maJntaJn the library and copy the disks. All
that is needed is to put the Disk of the Month together.
P:ease buinin to thia jce. 0~1 738-8483.

§aOlfiBl~e

A HARD DISK FOR THE REST OF US; I will cut short the
ramblings to present my solution to the high cost of storage.
At the bottom Of the page is a diagram for slightly
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modifying a generic magazine file to create 64 megs of storage.
All you have to do is to make a few cuts with a sharp knife,
make four scores. fold. assemble, and add 80, double sided.
extended format 31/2' disks. TotaJ cost: $.55 to $1.50. (OlNnot
Included) The boxes stack, occupy little space--no bulky plastic
tops, and even the scraps can be used as dividers.

wnannouna anne lPlffice

A Disk Box for 80

31/2" disks

Made from a generic magazine file (for magazines 12" or higher & VYith 4' storage VYidth} Arvey's often has them on
sale for $.55. Files come flat and pre cut and scored as shoVvTl. You must make 5 more cuts and 4 scores as indicated.
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NEWSLETTER CONSTRUCTION SET
by Chlrles Cherry

RETURNING TO MY ROOTS
Will, the ST is gone. I sold it after using it for only
three lonths. That seels to be the only way to break even in
the cOlputer gale, resell everything after a couple of
lonths. Even 50, the street price for a 1040ST color systel
dropped frol IB50 to 17B9 while I owned one.

.Ide through the box Ind take the ones you want. Bring ~~
~Ick when you tire of thel. No sign-out, no paper-work, no
hassle. No gUlrlntees.
If you hive cassettes in the back of a drawer sOlewhere,
bring thll in and toss thel in the box. They have no resale
vilue Ind lake lousy audio tapes.

1st XLEnt WORD PROCESSOR 2.1
As lany of you know, I like the 1st ILEnt Word Processor and

1'1 happy to have the 130lE back in the center of Iy desk.
. The ST did not offer Ie that luch lore, it was not noticably
faster than the IE. That's because the prograls are so luch
bigger and lore cOlplex, they tlke just as long to load and
only occasionally run faster. For exalple, although the
68000 processor in the ST is luch lore powerful and faster
than the 6502 in the IE, the IE loves less than lK of data
to scroll the screen (in sOle cases only two bytes), the ST
has to love 32K. Also, there is the ·push it to the lilit·
phenolenol. No latter what cOlputer you have, your favorite
prograls are going to be those which stretch the lilits of
your lachine; those which would really run better on a
bigger, faster lachine. Of course, on the bigger lachine,
you would want even lore cOlplex prograls.

I sent XLEnt a six page letter (single spaced) with bug

reports and suggestions to lake a good WP better. Well, they
adopted a couple of Iy suggestions and fixed SOI~ bugs.
Unfortunately, they introduced sale new ones 1n the
centering Calland (sigh). It's not the lasterpiece I had
envisioned, but it is very cOlpetent. If you only use a WP
occasionally (say once or twice a week), 1st ILEnt is the
best choice for you.
If you are a power user, the icons will slow you dow~.
You'll be happier with TextPro, Atariwriter+, or PaperCl1p
(the progral you love to hate). That's the last I will say
about WPs for at least six lonths. I prolise.

FEELING dBASED
The best exalples of this are CAD-3D and PublishinQ Partner.
If these were ilplelented on an IE they would literally take
hours to recalculate each change. On the ST, they take
seconds. However, they take lany seconds and I was Quickly
wishing for a 6S020 lachine running at ~~out 20 legs.
All of that is a not very clear way of saying that the IE
does everything I need a cOIPuter to do, and it does it
well. I don't yet need the power of In ST and having
invested so luch tile, loney, Ind learning on the S-bit
systel, 1'1 not ready to toss it onto the scrap heap of
progress. So, just as I was willing to skip the SOS6/S0BB
(IB~) generation, 1'1 willing to skip the 66000 (ST, Aliga,
"ac) generation. When high-speed lulti-tasking, low-cost
rlad-write optical disks, and battery backed-up lega
Illories arrive in .arnest, I'll invest the tile, loney, and
intellectual effort in the future. "eanwhile, the little
Atari is still the fabulous lachine that it was three years
ago. The fact that there's sOlething flashier cannot chlnge
that. BeSides, Advan BASIC is lore fun than 6FA BASIC.
.

CASSETTE LIBRARY
Ne no~ have a cassette libraryl!) Sale light think that
we're Ibout six years lite, and they Ire probably right. The
problel has always been that no one wanted to do the tile
consulling and error-prone copying.
Ne've got Iround that by ignoring it. Our new cassette
library is I lending library. As such, it is not lilited to
public dOlain prograls, but contains everything we can get
our hands on. The library works like this: I bring a
cardboard box full of cassettes to the lonthly leetings. You

I had reason last lonth to explore dBASE II/III. I lfis
considering writing a progral using it. I was shocked.
dBASE has been the standard for data base prograls since I
started fooling with cOlputers 6 or 7 years ago. I had
expected a powerful, sophisticated, stilulating data base
environlent. Instead I found a clulsy, buggy, hostile,
aIlost unusable progral. No self-respecting Atari user would
hive accepted such glrbage if it had shown up on our systel.
After Ill, we objected to the reasonably straight-forward
Ind sOlewhat elegant Data Perfect.
If this is an exalple of ·serious business software,' we
didn't liss Inything by not having CP," and "S-OOS. I hereby
like a prolise to Iyself. I will never try to find out what
WordStar was all about. The best I can say is that dBASE
111+ has finally reached a threshold of usability and can be
considered an acceptable progral.

MAC YEARNINGS
Apple lay have Iide the right decision when they perlitted
Data Pacific to larket the ~agic Sac (the ~ac elulator for
the ST). Seels that ST owners Ire getting hooked on .'~
elegance of the "ac operating systel and also on the
library of "ac software. I hear the ST feels a li.~
prilitive by cOlparison. As Christlas approaches, SOle of
our ABACUS lelbers have visions of "acs dancing in their
heads. Are you listening Atari? You'd. better get those
blitters out the door and fulfill some of your other
prolises, or you're going to lose your installed base.
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THE CP/M OF THE FUTURE

FIG MEETING

Eric Clausen and I were discussing the incredible deals
available on "8-00S clones. It seels that Atari has lissed
the window of opportunity for the Atari PC. It's even hard
to justify the "Power Nithout the Price" of the ST when you
can get a clone with a 20 leg hard disk for less than a
lonochrole 1040ST. It sounds to good to be true, and it is.
Nhen OS-, cOles out in six lonths or so ("icroSoft is as bad
about deadlines as Atari), all of those clones will join the
scrap heap of progress. Only B02Bb lachines (ATs and up)
will be allowed to play in the new gale. "any experts say
that there are so lany clones out there that there will
always be an "S-005. Seels I heard that in '83. Eric coined
the phrase and it's a beauty: '"S-OOS is the CP/" of the
future."

The Forth Interest Group will have its ninth annual
convention in San Jose Novelber 13-14. (Is that the Forth
ninth convention or the ninth Forth convention?) The
convention progral •••• will present the broad picture and
Evolution (sic) of Forth featuring the founders, writers,
prograllers and vendors who will give us their views on how
Forth has evolved and where Forth is going." SOle Epson QX10 owners could lake sOle cOllents on that. For those of you
who are not faliliar with Forth, it is an unusual language
in which sOle of the lOSt original prograls have been
written. And allost debugged.

ATARIS ON THE SCRAP HEAP
The Atari 400/BOO/XL/XE has also joined the scrap heap of
progress. COlputer Shopper lagazine has dUlped us into a
'Classic COlputers" section with the Tilex/Sinclair, the TI
99/4A, and other historical oddities.
not a great loss since they had the worst coverage of
lagazine. Articles were trivial and often inaccurate.
, can't ilagine how bad I feel about this.

~s
I

ATARI DELIVERS
To end on a positive note, I saw the Atari 1200 baud lodel
on the shelf at PC Options. Now you have no excuse. Get into
telecollunications today.

BARGAIN OF THE MONTH
Printers. Now there's a good selection for under $200, even
under $150. I al truly alazed.

I should not lake fun of Forth prograllers. Ne look just as
strange to thel as they look to us. The convention is at the
Red Lion Inn and cost $20 in advance or $25 at the door. The
price includes all conference sessions and (I think) both
days. Call FIG at (40B)277-0668 for lore inforlation.

FAIRE FOOTNOTE
Our esteeled president, Bill Zinn, picked up sOle great
publicity for us at the Nest Coast COlputer Faire. The July
issue of RandOl Access, the Faire's newspaper, had the
following. in a section titled "Big Nales and Big Ideas.'
RandOl Access goes to tens of thousands of cOlputer users
around the world. Good on ya, Bill.
As hc sho~ed Random Access around
the Abacus (Atan Bay Area Computer
Users Society), Bill Zinn talkcd about
his task heading thc organization, whosc
mcmbcrs include users of the Atan 8-bit
800 and 16-bit ST computers.
Half and half

"Half the audicncc at a mccting are
new uscrs, and half are hackers. We
continually havc to stop to ask whether
cveryone understands." Both groups get
along, he said, and the socicty has
enjoyed better support since Jack Tramicl took ovcr the company.
"Jack Tramicl has trcated us better
than any- CEO of the old Atan," said
Zinno Thc old Atan's idea of a user
group, hc said, was a "once-a-year
·thou-sh:tit-not-piratc' lecturc."
Zinn wouldn't speculate on wily Tramid's next moves, but predictcd "thc
O.5M, 1M STs will be the 'el chcapos'
of next year. "
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Atari Software
For Young Children
By. Jim Parker
Shortly after I purchased
my Atari computer system
approximately two years ago, I
began seeing software for
young children. I had my two
year old daughter Adrian in
mind. Her mother was in the
process of teaching Adrian her
alphabet, numbers, and reading
children's books to her.
I,
wanting to get the most out of
my new investment (my 130
XE) purchased "Early Games
for
Young
Children"
by
Springboard Software.
I
was
immediately
surprlsed
and
impressed.
Adrian became very attracted
to the computer and the game.
She learned to turn on the
power strip, load the program
in the disc drive, turn the
computer on while holding
down the option key for a
binary load.
She learned to
select the game she wanted to
play, and play the games. She
learned how to handle the disc
properly, put it away in the
disc file, and turn off the
computer system.
At this age children can
easily be underestimated. They
are very curious and able to
learn very quickly.
. The
computer software teaches them
many things, while making it
fun to learn.

While
playing
"Early
Games" your child will learn to
iden tify shapes and letters, add
and subtract numbers, draw
creatively, say the alphabet and
type his or her own name.
The colorful games teach your
child many computer basics and
the picture menu makes it easy
for children to select and play
games
without
adult
supervision.
Adrian is now four years
old, and has continued to keep
her interest in the computer.
I didn't stop with
"Early
Games", I kept on buying
chiidren's
software.
Joe
Hootman found some "Sesame
Street" programs on sale and
sold them to me some time
back.
Thank you Joe, these
are two of the best children's
software programs I have in my
library.
These
programs,
"Letter-Go-Round"
and
"Astro-Grover",
by
CBS
Software are a must for your
young
children.
These
programs
have
keyboard
overlays
that
cover
the
keyboard made of plastic, with
painted colorful characters and
keys pertaining to the game.
This eliminates the unnecessary
keys, which would confuse your
youngster. The music is very
good and the graphics are
excellent. This helps hold the
child's
interest.
I
also
recommend "Big Bird's Special
Delivery",
"Ernie's
Magic
Shapes", and "Dr.Seuss Fix Up
Mix Up Puzzler".

DOS & Your Printer
Have you ever needed to send set-up c~nds
to your printer while in DOS (DUP.5YSI? ~ll,
instead of going to Basic, do it fro. the DUP
eenu.
Use the ~opy file coeaand and copy fro. the
screen editor to the printer: ~ (return)
E:.P:
This opens a
you to type
entered into
does nothing

channel to the printer and allows
to the screen, the inforaation is
a buffer when you hit return and
until you "send" the file. When

finished entering cOllands. press CTRL I.
This process allows you to change your printer
para.eters the saae as an illediate Calland
fro. Basic. Don't use the LPRINT and CHRS()
for.at. Use the escape-key sequence--it's
·Iore efficient and faster. If the cOliand
requires the value 27 (escape-k,y), then pr~~5
the escape-key twice. You will see.
escape-key character appear on the screen~
As an eXaiple (on the Epson) , the decilal
codes for changing the printer font to
condense-d is 27,15. Press escape twice and
CTRL Olnot zero). If you look in your basic
refer~ce tanual iR appendix C, yOU will find
the ATASCII Character Set with deci.al and
hexadecital values.
The heart graphics
character is the result of holking down the
CTRL key and pressing the coala tey. its
decilal value is 0 (zero). CTRL A= 1. CTRL Z
=26.
Have you ever want~ your progral listings to
be printed at least an inch frO' the papers
edge 50 you·could punch holes in it to put it
in a binder? Here's the Epson solution:
escape twice, s.all letter L. and CTRL L sets
the left-.ost colu.n on the printer at 12 for
a one inch .argin. CTRl Rwould set it at 18,
and you lUuld have a 1.5" targin.
All this fro. &UP. and you didn't have to go
to Basic to do it! You can also prin· t
those .DOC- files by copying thet f
!
printer: ~ D:l.D6C,P:
• This .ill~y
th!l all to the printer. This will copy any
text files, as well. If you don't have a
printer vet (shaae!), you .ay copy the. to the
screen by using E: instead of P: •
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:'rouble at Mayhem Villa
by Gerry PoornE>U
(Editors Note: This article arrived in the Jersey
Atari Computer Society r s maiJbox last ApriJ I!)
Welcome to Mayhem Villa for another installment of
that never ending investigation of how I can get
my hands on free hardware, software and, at the
very same time, simultaneously write four fiction
books and one encyclopedia all with the simple
little word processor that I'm typing like hell in
the hopes of getting as rich se1ling software as
that kid did with Choplifter.
It has been a very exciting month here at the
Villa. Our old standby computer, Fido, went to
the dogs. It was really something to see. One
minute I'm typing away at my usual five words per
rrrinute speed, and the next rrrinute the screen
goes blank and a fiendish voice, speaking through
my Blauplunkt amplifier and Bose speakers (which
happen to be hooked through my Sony compact
disk to the computer) says, "Ha, hal I have your
words trapped inside the computer and you can't
get them out." Needless to say, I was upset. This
vas the last chapter of the second novel, which
lould also serve as tpe section from LAR to LEY
.1 the encyclopedia. What was I to do?
Of course, I thought, I must call Zeke at once!
Good old Zeke Bleispiel is the only one who knows
how to handle Fido, having raised it from a pup.
It was Zeke who installed Fido' sTAlL (TotalAlgorithmic Intelligence Loop) which made it possible to Fido to communicate with his Master Disk.
That is, I mean "Its" Master Disk. We do have a
way of anthropomorphisizing around here, don't
we? Anyway, Zeke came right over and, can you
believe it, found the problem with only one call to
Will Demonmatch in California. The problem was
with Will's WD-40 board, which Fido had carried
faithfully for two years now. The breebesnap
module had fragulated, causing the pull-up transmotor to go into fibrilation. As myoId pal Marvin
used to say, "They sure as hell don't make 'em
like they used to." Marvin was fond of saying
that, and he was usually right, having spent four
summers after high school with the Mescalera
Indian Wild West Show, where he go a degree in
Philosophy and Nuclear Engineering. I sure do
miss that old varmint. And I sure do miss my
~Westinghouse no-frost refrigerator with 14 cubic
~t of storage capacity and a separate tempera.lre control for the vegetable drawer (not to mention a built-in egg poacher).
As you can see, the month got off on a downer.
However·, the next day I flew out to Fremont,
Nebraska for the annual convention of Word Processor and Fruit Cake Lovers. My son, Ivan,

brought along his terrific carrot cake recipe and I
brought along Margie, our portable computer with
lint remover attachment. As Ivan drove our borrowed Dodge Caravan with 2.2 liter engine, air
conditioning, electric door locks and heavy duty
suspension, I was able to plug old Margie into the
cigarette lighter and write several paragraphs for
a new article tenatively titled "Is Divorce Legal on
Ring World?"
The convention itself was, I'm sad to report, a
disaster. Stephan Jokes, ex-president of Lemon
Computer Company, failed to show up to deliver
the keynote address. It seems he was caught
typing to transport an Atari ST computer across a
state line. You recall, don't you, that the ST has
been banned in 42 states due to its low price and
high quality, thus putting the rest of the computer industry out to pasture. I, of course, got
one of the first models and J1 m sure you read my
review of three months ago, in which I said,
"Watch out IBM, Atari is about to make computing
an essential part of every household in America.
At the cost of less than a loaf of bread." (I really
can turn a phrase, can't I?) And was I ever
frosted when the Medford Daily News reported
that right before that review appeared in print, a
Ferrari appeared at my door, with the license
plate that had on it "IM4 AT ARI". Pure coincidence, I say. And so does Ivan, who worked his
way through college making Pascal flavored ice
cream in the electrical engineering lab.
And would you believe what happened when we
arrived back at Mayhem Villa? There piled in
front of the Andersen triple insulated windows
was a bunch of boxes containing all manner of
software and hardware for us to try out, review,
copy and sell to our friends and then give away as
a tax deduction. Let me tell you, it felt like
Christmas in March! We haven't had time to even
unpack all the boxes as I write this column, let
alone review the products.
There's this game
sure to be a best seller written by Art Poornell
(my brother, but that doesn't influence my
opinion in the least). It is the best thing I have
ever seen for a micro. The colors are awesome.
(I'm talking 5,438,120 colors on the screen at one
time!) The sound is incredible (Would you believe
the Mormon Tabernacle Choir in a synthesizer!)
The graphics put Star Wars to shame. I managed
to traverse only the first level, w~ch by the way
is 2,345 screens wide and 1xlO screens high.
Even so, I saw a three dimensional map of Disney
World, the formation of the Earth from cometary
fragments and a visit to the Alpha Centauri as
seen through the eyes of a quark. I urge you not
to miss this adventure, aptly .named "Planet
Missionary .11
Until next month, so long from Mayhem Villa. OJ
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Bad Gags by the Bay

presents

MEGA PRICES: Atari finally announced prices
for the new Mega STs. Hang on to your wallets;
prices start at $1699 for a 2 meg monochrome
system and go up to $2599 for 4 megs and color.
Also, Atari is doing their best to discourage
discounts on the systems. I'd recommend waiting
'til after Christmas when the prices might drop...
About the Atari-Federated deal- alII want to
know is: Will Fred Rated smash lI.n Amiga 500
on the air? Stay tuned...

•

•

the hot new style for men this fall:
the computer nerd look.

•

ITEMS FROM all over: According to my
lources, the long awaited Microsoft Write
for the Atari ST is done and ready to ship.
What took: Microsoft so long wu that they
had a very incompetent programmer
working alone on the project. Maybe they'll
give the guy the OS/2 project nextl I hope
you IBM PS/2 owners aren't holding your
breaths .•• Also heard that Microsoft is
advertising for programmers with GEM and
68000 experience. Hm, there's only one
computer with that software and hardware...

•

•

The wet look Is back for
men's hair. Cutrol
10W·40, 2.99 per quart
"'en's Toiletries (d. 257)
• all "'easy's except
Southgate and
Pruneridge.

•

•

Nubby herringbone
tweed Jacket in
wool· polyester blend.
99.95. lOa,," cotton
patterned shirl Sale
24.85. Clip· on
necktie. 14.95.
"'en_ (d255).

Designer cola, new from
Ralph loren. Regular,
cherry, diel 4.99 for a
six-pack. The Cellar (d.
999)· Downtown only.

•

BLITTERING IDIOT Dept: Apparently the
10ng-lI.waited blitter chip is finally arriving in
quantity. This is the famous bit- block transfer
(contracted into 'blitter') device which speeds up
memory transfer in the ST. The main purpose of
this chip will be to speed up graphics operations,
especially the slo..· screeIi. .uL-a..i::.g. ni3 should
make GEM zoom. Since the chip design has
been ready for over a year (lI.n ST with a
prototype blitter was shown at the Glendale Atari
Fair last August), everybody was wondering what
the delay was. Spies at Atari tell me thai .he
original chip hbricator (who shall remain
nameless, but whose initials are G.E.) went to a
new manufacturing process last year, thereby
fouling up the production schedule. Atari finally
went to another vendor and had chips in three
months... This is probably what delayed release
of the Mega ST in the U.S. market. European
Mega ST purchasers got machines without
blitters (and probably without the revised
operating system ROMS as wen) and will have to
have them upgraded when the new chips
arrive...As for us old-time ST owners, when and
how we get blitters for our computers is
anybody's guess...

Plastic pocket
protector. 3.99.
Aasorted felt· tip
pens. S.I. 1.18.
Stationers (d.263) •
all "'easy's exc'
Corte PuI<mL

Really want to get out of
that boring meeting?
This fake pager is just for
you! Tum it on and in 20
seconds It emits a aeries
of beeps, making It sound
like you're being paged
for an Important phone
call. Now you can stride
purposefully out of that
meeting and head for the
bart Fakeout model 1536.
29.95. Electronics (d.
491).

Briefcase loaded with
prlntoul Sansomite
2150, 79.95. Fine
luggage (d.2.1~

AII·cotton white
locks are a visible
sign 01 your good
tute. 6.99 a pair.
(d. 255).

"'en's 100"" polyester
casual slacks. 49.99.
Clodhopper brand
thlck·soled work shoes
provide hours 01 comfort
while you _it for your
program to compile.
59.99. ~ (d.255~

•

HERB'S HELPFUL Hints: The 3-D gluses
that Sega il making for its new video game
machine work great with CAD- 3D! They
plug into the Stereo-Tek adapter and work
better than the standArd Stereo- Tek glU1cs.
This discovery thanks to Dave Powers at
Software 1&t in San RafaeL.Strange de
George, A.B.A.C. U.S. 'I own technical
services director, turned 30 last month. As
those of UI who grew up in the Sixties
remember, -You can't trust anyone over
thirty!- Don't worry George, we didn't uust
you already.••Our prez, Bill Zinno went to
George's birthday party and reportedly met
enough Spa.ce Ca.dets there to IUrt .an
Academy. Happy Birthda.y, George!

Thick, horn· rimmed
gluses gve you thai
ltudioua, Intelligent
look. Reg. 99.95,
.ale 78.95. Men's
Eyewear (d. 2SSa).

"'_wear

rwe<l 01 that tiny laptop? Fed-up with that wimpy PC? let IoIessy's put
In to the speed and power of an 18"4 series 4381 mainframe (pictured
behind). Reg 799,999.95, . .I. 488,8811.115. Computers (d.2FC) •
DOlOI'Itown, Westgate, Pruneridge, Plt1stug, Cor1e PuiIm.. "'!pita only.

messy*s
L

CALIFORNIA

_

SHOP MOST MESSY"S MONDA Y THROUGH FRIDA Y 10 AM TO 9 PM. (MESSY"S DOWNTOWN OPEl
9:30 AM; SHOP MESSY"S NORTHGA TE, EASTGA TE. MSTGA TE, WA TERGA TE AND PRUNERII.."-...-/
STORES 'TIL 9:47 PM; AND MESSY"S NORTHRIDGE. STONERIDGE, SOI./THGA TE AND BALDRIDGE 'TIL
10:15 PM). SHOP MESSY"S SA TURDA Y HOlRS: MESSY"S CORTE PUI..UMA AND SACA TOMA TO OPEN
'Tl. 9:20 PM: DOWNTOWN, LPTOWN AND STOfESTOWN OPEN 'TIL 10 PM; BERZERKLEY TIL 2:45 AM
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THE NEOPHYTE EIGHT BITTER
by Alan Stancliff
This lonth Ind next .e Ire going to cover three .,ys of
getting ATARIWRITER PLUS to do sale neat forlatting tricks
that are not so obvious to the beginner. We .ill ISSUle thlt
you know how to load in the progral (boot up), get tD the
EDIT lode (choosing 'e' or "E" frol the Ilin Ilnu) Ind ho.
to USI the 6LOBAL FOR"AT flature. You should lIsa know how
to sive your creation on disk Ind print it out on your
printer. If you are not faliliar with this, go to the
ATARIWRITER PLUS lanulI Ind pilY .ith it for I while. For I
software IInual, H is rellrklbl y clear.
Trick nUlber one will be OUTDENTIN6. The leaning of this
.ill be explained in a linute. Trick nUlber two will how to
get decilll points to line up when typing a table with
colulns of figures (useful in statistical typing). Trick
nUlber three will be how to switch the position of nUlber
colulns in a table. With this tip we will be able to do
things like place the third coluln of nUlbers where the
second coluln of nUlbers was, reversing their order without
typing the individual nUlbers.
JTDENTiN6
Outdenting is when you have the first line of I parlgraph
stick out further to the left than the rest of the
paragraph. This is useful in creating resules, nUlbered
blocks of text and lany other cOllon applications. As an
Ixalple, let us think of a resule where you have your left
largin set at 5 and your right largin set at 75. Alsule.that
you want the headings to start flush with the left largin
but you want the text below to be five colulns (spaces) tD
the right. This is laddenly difficult to do by hind on
ATARIWRITER PLUS because of the 40 coluln display.
(ATARIWRITER PLUS actually displays only 38 colulns when
first loaded in although that can be changed. We call that
the 'default"value, leaning the value autolatically in place
.hen the progrll is first 10Ided.)
Suppose your rlSUle is going to have the following topics:
60AL, EDUCATION, WORK HISTORY, PERSONAL ASSETS, Ind
REFERENCES. You wlnt each of thell topic headings to stick
out five spaces to the left Ind then the text below elch
helding to be indlnted. Here is what you do.
In your 6LOBAL FOR"AT lenu, set the 11ft largin L It 5 Ind
right largin Rat 75. Type out the tlxt of the rlsule,
'rhaps putting the headings into CAPS Ind UNDERLINE. When
you have entered your text IS you want it, go to the first
heading, SOAL. Illediately Ifter that word, enter a (CONTROL
L) by pressing the Control key Ind the "L" key at the sale

~ie

tile. Then enter the nUlber '5" and I space. The control
code characters Ind nUlbers will not show in the printed
resule (output) because they are Callands to the printer.
These Callands to the printer are known IS 'elbedded printer
control cOllands". They change the left Ilrgin to "S".
Now press (OPTION P>. This puts you into the PRINT PREVIEW
lode. Here you can scroll around Ind lee how the text would
look if you printed it out at that very 10lent.
While in the PRINT PREVIEW lode, note which is the first
word on the second line i.e., the line following the one
which begins with the word SOAL. Now go back to the EDIT
lode (soletiles called the "editor") by pressing ESC. Find
that word in the text. Suppose that it is the word
'secondly".
Right after the word "secondly' .insert I <CONTROL L> and the.
nUlber '10" Ind a spice. Now go back to PRINT PREVIEW (by
pressing (OPTION P>, rllelber?) and see what you get. The
first line should be outdented five spaces and the rest of
the text begins on coluln II!
Although the word SOAL is outdented, the other topic
headings still start flush at coluln 11 (because you set L
It 10). The second topic is EDUCATION. So while in the EDIT
lode, find the topic t~~ding EDUCATION (which should be at
the beginning of a new paragraph) •. Right after the word
EDUCATION insert (OPTION) (L) and then the nUlber '5".
Once again go to PRINT PREVIEW and you will see 60AL
outdented, the text below it indented five spaces to the
right, and then the word EDUCATION outdented along with all
the following text outdented as well. This is not exactly
what we wanted because the process has not gone far enough.
So now we take the next step.
Look for the word that begins'the line following the line in
which EDUCATION appears. Supposing that word is 'honors",
60 blck to the EDIT lode by pressing ESC and find the word
'honors". Right after the word "honors" insert <CONTROL L>
Ind then the nUlber "10" Ind I spice. Once aglin the control
chlracters and the nUlbers will not be printed or show up in
the PRINT PREVIEW lode becluse they are "elbedded printer
control Callands". Now if you go on to the PRINT PREVIEW,
you will lee SOAL and EDUCATION outdented with the text
below each indented. The rest of the headings will be
indented along with their text but by following the sale
process, you can outdent the rest of the headings, The
effect Mill be balanced because Llargin is really at 5 and
Rlargin is at 75.
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FOP. SALE

The best way of understanding all this is to actually try to
set up a salple resule. Exper-ilent with what I told you and
jf you have any Questions, send thel to the NEOPHYTE EI6HT
BITTER c/o ABACUS, P.O. BOX 22212, SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94112
or l.ave a Question for Ie at ABACUS BBS (41~)~B7 806,. If 1
don't know the answer, or if you know a better answer than
the one 1 put in this coluln, please let Ie know.

It's hard to beat the pulling po_er aT the ABACUS He.slltter
if you've got sOlething to 5111. "1 ST .enl to a guy i~
"organ Hill, but 1 got calls frol as far a_ay as La.rence,
Kansas.
Ralph Howard has a COIPlete a-bit systel for sale: 1200XL,
S50 interface with printer and lodel cables. 300 baud "ini"anual lodel, 1010 cassette drive, and four cartridges
(Atari.riter, BASIC, 2 gales). All for 1150 or best offer.
That should be the bargain of the lonth. ~alph also has an
Olni-reader optical character reader. This ~east reads
printed text and then you can use it just like you had typed
it in. The reader .orks through the serial port just like a
lodel. It works with the S1 and the S-bit. 5150 buys it.
6ive Ralph a call at (415) 008-1541.

Next lonth we will cover the latter of tables of nUlbers,
how to line up decilal points and interchange colulns of
nUlbers in a table •.

Eric Clausen still has the SSO interface left froj his S-bit
systel. It's cOIPlete with orinter and lodel cables. Only
575 or best offer. Eric is at (415) Q'9-8510. By·the way,
Eric donated a stack aT a-bit books to the club. Ed Ness is
keeping thel with the lagazine library. We .eleole lore boo~
donations.
Bob Walsh lay still have the Epson EX600 printer for sale,
cOlplete with the color print option. He wants 5400, which
sounds real good to Ie. (41S) So4-Ql".

A TI"V ATARI ST
SYSTEM FOR YOU TO
CU~;O~T A"D GLUE
TOGETHER ••.
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ABACUS
ST
NOTE FROM THE EDITOR

~

Well, here we are again with another
short ST section.
Thank's to Warren for
contributing another of his unique humorous
columns.
I was suggesting to him that we
make the entire newsletter a satire from
now on.
After all, it would be kind of
appropriate when you consider how the Atari
world operates most of the time.
Maybe
that is why we all stick around, for the
suprise and suspense.
Anyway, Dean Brunette has indicated
that he will be contributing a regular
hardware column.
And with numerous new
products for our ST's about to flood our
favorite stores (I can dream, can't I?),
upcoming issues should have a lot more
substance. Of course we will not drop our
sarcasm and rumors - that would take all of
~he fun out of it.
As us.sual, please feal frae· to
contribute articles and reviews.
Who
knows, maybe your article may get reprinted
. accross the nation in other newsletters as
several of Warren's have.
-Rob Re

RANDOM THCYJGHTS
by Rob Re

ATARI "MEGA" SLOW TO RELEASE MACHINES Heard the one about taking a slow boat from
China? Well, I guess that is the one Atari
is using to get their new Mega ST's to the
U.S. market.
Even Commodore got their
Amiga 2000 out first!
At least for the
first time all Atari reps seem to agree on
the same month for delivery, October, so it
may be a good sign that we will see the new
machines soon.
The laser printer should
also arrive right on the heels of the Mega.
Let's hope Atari has rethought their
pricing on the printer and lowered it so
that it is a good value relative to some of
the new lower cost lasers.
WATCH THOSE DISK DRIVES - It has been
going around that Atari is shipping some
ST's with drives from yet another vender,
and the new drives will not read past track
80.
When you realize that some copy
protection schemes use track 81, I think
you begin to see the problem.
What is

Atari's attitude on the problem. I am told
that they are saying 'we told you it was an
80 track drive'. What do I say? To those
software companies still using copy
protection these days, gee, I hope you have
a 'backup' scheme.
THE MODEMS ARE HERE, THE MODEMS ARE HERE
Atari's $99 1200 baud modem is finally
in the stores.
With other inexpensive
modems out and 2400 baud modems dropping in
price fast, it looks like Atari may be a
little too late.
Of course 8-bit users
should find it more of a good deal since it
reportedly does not need a 1050 interface.
Then again, if traditional Atari
discounting takes place and it is truly
Hayes compatible, it still may be a good
deal. At least it will be color compatible
with ST's.
YET ANOTHER STWR!TER VERSION APPEARS Just when I pluck down my $12 for the
latest START magazine so that I can have
version 1.75 of STWriter, I hear that
copies of 2.something are floating around.
This newest version is quasi GEM.
Apparently you can switch back and forth
between the standard STWriter interface and
drop down menus.
It is not 'what you see
is what you get', and Event_Multi calls
are not used. The reason for the latter to
avoid the inevitable slowing down of the
program.
As a result, programs like
Thunder will not run with STWriter.
I am
not complaining. After all, what do you
want for public domain? With all of the
current word processors, I still use
STWriter almost exclusively.
WILDEST RUMOR OF THE MONTH In the
latest issue of Info World, Atari is
finally mentioned.
(Since my subscription
has not yet lapsed, I still thumb though it
weekly just to see if they accidentally
mention Atari or ST.)
In Robert X.
Cringely's rumor and gossip column, he
hints at a secret pact between Atari and
(are you sitting down?) Stephen Jobs' Next
Computers. The rumor hints of sharing of
custom graphics chips between the two
companies and the first product to be seen
at Atari's Comdex booth. This one I find
kind of hard to swallOW. I mean, can you
picture Jobs wearing his bow tie sitting
acroSS the bargaining table from Jack
Tramiel puffing on his cigar?

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

ABACUS MEETINGS
ABACUS leets (usually) on the first Saturday of each lonth
at The 19TH AYENUE DINER, 1201 19th Ave. (right next to
601den 6ate Parkl, San Francisco. Attendance is free and
open to everyone. We leet on the 2nd floor. 10:00-1:00 for
400/BOO/XL/XE owners. 12:00-3:00 for ST owners. Please
Dirk on the street. DO NOT PARK IN THE DINER'S LOT. (Call
7~3-B4S3 for leeting details.)
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ABACUS MEMBERSHIP
Dues are S15 per year. This includes the newsletter,
discounts on group buys of hardware and software, low cost
blank disks, and low cost public dOlain software. You do
not nfed to be a lelber to attend .eetings.
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NEWSLETTER ARTICLES
Articles are preferred on disk Dr via the BBS. If printed,
they should be in dark print; 3.5 inch colulns; 15-IS
characters per inch; 60 characters wide•

~~
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This newsletter is published lonthly by Atari Bay Area
COlputer Users Society, an inforlal association of
individuals. This grouo is not affiliated with Atari
Corp. (U.S.) or any other cOllercial organization. Logos,
tradelarks, or service larks printed are either used with
perlission or with acknowledg.ent that the owners of the
larks have reserved all rights in thea; the use of those
larks herein is not intended to be in derogation of the
rights of others. Opinions expressed are those of the
individual authors and do not necessarily reflect the
opinions of ABACUS, its officers Dr lelbership.
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Address for Exchange Newsletters &General Correspondence:
ABACUS
Fl. O. SOX :Z2212
San F~ancisco~ CA

94122

ABACUS OFFICERS:

PRESIDENT
ST YICE PRES.
BOO/XL/XE YICE PRES.
TREASURER
"E"BERSHIP
BBS SYSOP
PRINT LIBRARIAN
BOO/XL/XE DISK LIB.
ST DISK LIBRARIAN
BOO/XL/XE EDITOR
ST EDITOR
TECHNICAL SERYICES

BILL ZINN
WARREN LORENTE
CHARLES CHERRY
WARREN LORENTE
FRAN "IDDLETON
ED YAN PELT
ED NESS
TONY "ARTINEZ
DEAN BRUNETTE
CHARLES CHERRY
ROB RE
6EORGE GASOURY

(415)753-8483
(415)453-3665
(415)333-9591
(415)453-3665
(415)3B8-1214
(415)333-,845
(415)564-3896
(415)368-8405
(4151588-0437
(415)333-,51,
(4151355-0375
(4151753-3892
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